[Evaluation of the reserve potential of the blood kallikrein-kinin system in healthy subjects].
The reserve potential of the blood kinin-producing activity and kallikrein inhibitors were assessed under conditions of a functional test (double local hypoxia of the upper limb) in 68 healthy volunteers aged 17-45 years. Three types of reactions of the studied components of the kallikrein-kinin system (KKS) were distinguished: concomitant (79.4%), kininase (5.9%), and kininogenesis (14.7%). The concomitant type was characterized by increased activity of all components of the system during the test, indicating its sufficient reserve potential. A drop of kinin production and increased activity of the inhibitory component of KKS in response to hypoxia reflect a low reserve potential of kininogenesis in subjects with the kininase type of KKS. An appreciable decrease of kallikrein inhibitor activity during the test in the presence of increased kininogenesis demonstrates the limited reserves of the inhibitory component of the kinin cascade in normal subjects with the kininogenesis type of KKS.